English 290
Application Form

1) Name  

2) E-mail  

3) I am (check one):
   -  □ An English major with a creative writing emphasis (declared and approved via axess)
   -  □ A creative writing minor (declared and approved via axess)
   -  □ Other  

4) I am a (check one):
   -  □ Senior  
   -  □ Junior  
   -  □ Sophomore  
   -  □ Freshman  

5) Please list all creative writing courses you have taken or are currently taking:

   Course #  Instructor  Quarter & Year  

6) Briefly describe one goal you’d like to accomplish in your fiction during the quarter.  

7) Please attach 10 double-spaced pages of fiction.

The completed application form (hard copy only) must be turned in to the Creative Writing office (460- 223) by 4pm on Tuesday, March 1